February 11, 2000

P.A. Moore, Director's Office

Budget News

The DOE Budget rollout for fiscal year 2001 occurred this past week. Under ‘Laboratory Table,’ you can see the budgeted figure for each lab. You can also review the 115 pages of details for all DOE Office Science programs under Energy and Water Development Appropriations, Science: Executive Summary, High Energy Physics, and Nuclear Physics.

SEM Update

Site Engineering and Maintenance is the newly combined department that will take care of all our needs. The editors and proofreaders all apologize for getting the new name wrong in the latest issue of The Interaction Point. The new department has four basic divisions: utility maintenance and construction; project engineering; the call in desk to report problems Ext. 8901; and facilities support.

Space Manager Needed

SLAC’s inner and outer space needs some analysis and planning, so a new job has been created for an Administrative Service Manager II. Only SLACers are eligible to apply and the main function is the strategic planning of all space needs for the Lab. Contact Human Resources at Ext. 2353 and refer to Job # 22468.

Quark Gluon Plasma

CERN held a press briefing today to discuss results of experiments regarding quark gluon plasma. The topic also made the front page of the New York Times. More details are available online about specific experiments such as NA45, NA44, NA49, NA50, NA52.

Jamie Davis Party

There’s a luncheon on Wednesday, February 16 at 11:30am at the Collider Experimental Hall to send Jamie Davis off to Europe for his gig with the Count Basie Band. Contact his local booking agents, Jean Hubbard Ext. 3556 or Anna Pacheco Ext. 2706, and pay the cover charge, and you’re in! Free autographs.

Charm Choir? Boson Chorale? Sparticle Singers?

A new employee, Alf Wachsmann, is interested in starting a choir. (Now that Jamie Davis is leaving town, we amateurs can take over.) Those of you who are interested in singing might want to contact Alf at Ext. 4802. Think of the opportunities to perform: the holiday party, the day BaBar reaches design luminosity, the collaboration meetings, DOE reviews.
Holiday Schedule for Time Cards

Due to President's Day holiday on Monday, February 21, 2000, Payroll is requesting the early submission of effort sheets and time sheets. The effort sheets are due on Monday, February 14, 2000 and the time sheets due on Tuesday, February 15, 2000 before NOON. All time reports should be hand carried to the Payroll office on the specified dates. Contact Ellen Remerata Ext. 5194 if you have any questions.

FleaMarket

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket Submission form. You can get to the current ads from the Announcements section on the SLAC Home Page. These pages can be viewed from computers within the SLAC domain.
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Quick News Available via Email

If you wish to receive the email version of QuickNews in the future, send a message to majordomo@slac.stanford.edu with the message in the body.

   subscribe quicknews-l
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